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Chapter 5671 Soon, the group of people lit a bonfire and set an oven at the moment when
the sun had completely set. Since everyone had prepared the ingredients, Charlie
specially bought some more, so this dinner was extraordinarily rich. In addition, Charlie
also bought a lot of good wine, the atmosphere was enhanced, And basically, everyone
decided to drink to their heart’s content this evening. Therefore, he specially mixed a
little spiritual energy into the wine. These auras cannot make them strengthen their bodies
or cure diseases, But they can guarantee that no matter how much they drink this night,
they will not yawn. Moreover, once this meager spiritual energy is absorbed by their
bodies, It will never leave any traces, even if Victoria came, it is impossible for her to
notice it. Southern Yunnan is located on a plateau, so the temperature difference between
day and night is relatively large. In addition, the Mountain itself has increased its altitude
by several hundred meters, So after nightfall, the temperature suddenly drops to a bit
chilly. So everyone sat around the bonfire, warmed by the temperature of the fire and
spirits. Ruslen held the guitar, and some young people who liked to sing sang a few
popular songs with him. Maria also liked this feeling very much, she blended in very
easily, and she was very relaxed. While toasting with everyone, a young man said, “Oh,
tonight’s wine is really amazing.” “It’s not too good to drink. I usually drink so much that
it’s too early to break up.” “Today, the more I drink, the more energetic I am!” “Me too!”
Another person said with a smile, “Although I’m a little dizzy, I don’t feel like I’m going
to be drunk at all.” “It’s so comfortable!” The person said, looking at Charlie and asking,
“Linye, you bought this Wine, although it tastes the same as the wine I usually drink,” “It
seems to be different, is this vintage wine?” Charlie said with a smile: “It feels different,
it’s because the atmosphere is here,” “Drinking this thing, the hotter the atmosphere, the
higher the drinking capacity.” Ruslen agreed: “Linye is right. Whether you get drunk after
drinking depends on three indicators.” “One is a person’s alcohol tolerance, the other is
his alcohol intake and consumption.” “If your maximum drinking capacity at the dinner
table is a catty of white wine,” “Then when you are drinking alone, you will definitely
not be able to reach this drinking capacity.” “This is because drinking at the dinner table
while chatting the physical strength and body fluids are high, the consumption of alcohol
is also greater,” “And the spirit is highly aroused, all of which are conducive to the
volatilization of alcohol.” The man thought for a moment, then smiled and said: “It
makes sense! I am really happy today. When I am happy, I think about having another
drink!” Charlie said at this time: “It’s a rare thing that everyone is very happy,” “Let’s just
be high until dawn tonight, and after watching the sunrise,” “Let’s have a good sleep.”
Everyone agreed almost immediately. Staying up late, for young people, is simply a piece



of cake. Holding the mobile phone on the bed, or facing the screen in front of the
computer, It will be the whole night without knowing it, Not to mention that everyone is
very excited and in good condition tonight, Staying up until dawn, watching the sunrise,
it doesn’t seem impossible. So, the group really stayed awake, eating skewers and singing
songs, until the next morning. Before sunset yesterday, Charlie could occasionally see
other friends going down the mountain. After sunset until the sky began to turn white, he
didn’t see anyone else appearing again. At this time, there were less than 20 minutes
before sunrise, And everyone finally added some branches and firewood to the campfire,
And began to wait for the moment when the sun rose from the other side of the mountain.
About ten minutes later, the originally white skyline began to have a golden glow. This is
an omen that the sun is about to rise over the horizon. Just when everyone was looking
forward to it, Charlie’s senses suddenly sensed that there was a person in the distance,
Walking quickly towards where they were. Worried about being discovered by Victoria,
Charlie has been running the mental formula Jeremiah taught him since drinking last
night, Locking his aura tightly in his body. For monks, everyone is like a submarine
sailing in the deep sea. Everyone finds each other by sonar detection. To borrow this
metaphor, a person with a high level of cultivation is equal to a more advanced
submarine. The submarine is more comprehensive, not only has fierce and strong power,
But also has more advanced means of detecting other submarines and a longer detection
distance; People are like old and backward submarines, with poor and weak power, and
poor detection capabilities. It is very likely that they will be killed by the opponent’s
torpedo before they know where the opponent is. The monks perceive each other, just like
the passive sonar of a submarine monitors each other. Once they hear a movement of the
same kind, they will immediately be alert and enter a state of readiness. However, this
does not mean that all people with low cultivation bases cannot escape death in front of
those with high cultivation bases. Old submarines, if they are cautious enough, can also
avoid advanced submarines. One of the most commonly used means is to sit on the
bottom and keep absolutely silent. Once the submarine enters a state of absolute silence,
the engine shuts down, All electronic equipment and detection equipment stop working,
And all people on board remain motionless and do not make any sound. In this case, it is
difficult to detect an advanced submarine if it only relies on a passive sonar Goal.

Chapter 5672 Charlie is now in this silent state. Generally speaking, even if a very
powerful cultivator appears here, As long as they don’t deliberately investigate everyone
to the end, It is impossible to find that Charlie is also a cultivator. But this is not absolute.
It is like an absolutely silent submarine. Although the opponent’s passive sonar cannot



detect it, If the opponent turns on the active sonar to search, it is still possible to find it.
However, there is still a very critical problem here, that is, Although the active sonar is
easy to use, it is a double-edged sword, Just like a flashlight in the dark, it is really much
easier to find people with it, But once you use it If you get rid of it, whether you can find
your opponent or not, you will be the first to be exposed. Therefore, neither the military
nor the ascetics themselves will blatantly search for their own kind. They are afraid of
being targeted by secret masters, So they will not risk their own safety casually, Let alone
release their spiritual energy to investigate everyone around them wherever they go.
What’s more, the current Victoria must be very cautious, Let alone let her use active
sonar, she may even choose absolute silence like Charlie to ensure absolute safety. At this
moment, Charlie sensed that someone was approaching quickly, Not relying on aura, but
relying on his own keen senses. At the same time, Victoria, who was going up the
mountain quickly, Also noticed that there were already more than a dozen people here
early in the morning on the mountain. However, she was not surprised. After all, she met
many camping enthusiasts along the way. She knew that this kind of outdoor sport was
very common among young people, so she didn’t take it seriously. When she stepped up
the Mountain and saw several tents and a dozen young people not far away, her brows
subconsciously twitched. These people are all looking at the direction of the sunrise at
this time, Victoria didn’t suspect them, she was just upset and disappointed, Because
these people were too close to Senior Warren’s tomb. She is revisiting the old place this
time, Just to go to Warren’s grave to reminisce about the past, And to say a few words of
her heart to her senior by the way. But the location of these people is only two or three
hundred meters away from Warren’s Tomb. If she goes in directly, then she won’t be able
to avoid the sight of these people. In this way, she wants to say something to her senior, it
is not so convenient. At this time, Charlie had caught a glimpse of the young and mature
woman who had just appeared in the distance from the corner of his eye. With
superhuman eyesight, he could see the woman’s appearance. It has to be said that
although Victoria has lived to be four hundred years old, She is still beautiful and
charming. Compared with Maria, she seems to be no different. Moreover, Victoria’s
expression is cold, her eyes are like torches, And her aura is extremely strong, she doesn’t
seem like a good stubble at first glance. As if feeling that someone was watching her,
Victoria subconsciously wanted to look at him too. Maria saw Victoria’s figure, but
before she could see her face clearly, Her heart skipped a beat. She knew that the woman
in the distance was Victoria, Who she had been hiding from for more than three hundred
years. At this moment, Maria’s heartbeat stalled a little, And her palms were also covered
with sweat due to mixed emotions of anger and nervousness. Seeing that her face was
pale and she was a little nervous, Charlie quickly took her into his arms and said in a



distressed voice: “I told you not to stay up late, you did not listen,” “The key point is that
you drank a lot Alcohol, it must be hard to stay up until now, right?” Maria knew that
Charlie had noticed her abnormality, And while he was deliberately confusing Victoria,
she was grateful, But also somewhat nervous and shy because of being hugged by
Charlie. She forced herself to adjust her state, and said softly: “I stayed up all night just to
watch the sunrise with you…” “After we got together, we have never watched the sunrise
together.” Seeing her coming over slowly, Charlie felt relieved. From the corner of his
eye, he sensed that Victoria might be observing them, So he deliberately glanced at her
position, then deliberately lowered his voice, And said to Maria beside him. “Look, baby,
someone has come to climb the mountain so early!” Maria looked at it pretending to be
curious, and then said: “And she seems to be alone. Could it be that she climbed the
mountains for the sunrise?” “Doesn’t that mean she left before dawn?” Charlie casually
said, “Who knows, maybe she’s like us,” “Looking for a place to stay on the
mountainside for one night.” Then, Charlie said again: “But it’s still a bit strange. The
altitude of the Mountain is not the highest nearby.” “Why bother to climb here to watch
the sunrise? What’s even more strange is that she is alone…” In the conversation between
Charlie and Maria, Victoria heard everything clearly. The conversation between the two
did not arouse any doubts in her. On the contrary, after Charlie took the initiative to
express doubts to her, It immediately reversed the situation imperceptibly, Making
Victoria realize in her heart that she appeared here alone so early in the morning. In the
eyes of others, it is indeed a little unreasonable. At this time, Victoria’s heart had changed
from trying to discover the anomaly to trying to cover up her own anomaly. Therefore,
she suddenly hesitated and thought to herself: “If I go to worship in front of the senior’s
tomb now, will these people notice anything unusual?”

Chapter 5673 Charlie’s release of Meng Changsheng’s portrait in Aurous Hill really gave
Victoria a great shock, So that the one thing she was most worried about when she came
to China this time was to expose her identity. The young people camping not far away, in
her opinion, should be students who are still studying. She is not worried at all about who
among these people can threaten her safety, But she has just heard Charlie and Maria’s
conversation, Knowing that her actions are already a bit suspicious in the eyes of others,
In this case, she is really hesitant. And her attention was indeed drawn to another
direction unconsciously by Charlie. Now she was only worried about being suspected by
others, But never doubted the identities of these young people. While Victoria was still
hesitating, A golden glow spread down, and the sun had already risen from the east. The
young people around Charlie, who were still excited after staying up all night,



Immediately became excited after seeing this ray of sunlight. While shouting loudly that
the sun came out, They quickly took out their mobile phones to take pictures and record
videos. Seeing that no one was paying attention to her, Victoria walked towards the
woods behind the camp. At this time, she was only seventy to eighty meters away from
Charlie and Maria. It’s just that her attention was not on these young people at all, And
she was in a silent state, and she didn’t release her aura to investigate others, So she
didn’t notice any abnormalities at all. At this time, Charlie was carefully looking at
Victoria from the corner of his eye. This woman looks to be in her thirties, With a mature
and charming appearance. Whether it is appearance or temperament, she can definitely be
regarded as the top of the top. And in her hand, she was carrying some yellow paper and
a wine jar. The yellow paper looked very rough, and it was probably extremely difficult
to buy nowadays. Charlie could tell that the yellow paper and the wine jar Victoria was
carrying must be for Warren, And being able to come to worship him showed that in
Victoria’s heart, she didn’t just hate Warren. Maria was also a little surprised. Originally,
she thought that Victoria would come here aggressively, And will vent her anger in front
of her parents’ tomb, But she didn’t expect that Victoria would come here with the things
used for showing respect. The other people who were camping together also saw Victoria
who was alone at this time, And for a while, everyone whispered to each other secretly.
Someone said: “Hey, is that elder sister here to sweep the tomb?” Someone echoed: “It
looks like, but there is no tomb here.” Could it be a tomb?” Ruslen said calmly: “Even if
it is a tomb, there is nothing to make a fuss about.” “Before Chang’an built the subway, it
was said that thousands of ancient tombs were discovered during the construction of only
one of the lines.” “Look here It sounds like an outstanding person, and it’s normal to have
a few ancient tombs.” Charlie also nodded at the moment and said: “Ruslen is right, it’s
not surprising that others come to visit the tomb.” “Let’s not talk about others behind
their backs,” “Just in case we make it embarrassing and impolite for others if they
overheard.” Ruslen nodded and said: “Linye’s point of view is the same as mine,” “Let’s
not bother with other people’s affairs,” “And when the sun rises, everyone should take the
time to go back to the tent to rest for a while and get some sleep.” “I stayed up all night, I
din’t feel tired at first, but now I feel a bit overwhelmed.” Everyone said that their
feelings were the same as his, But they didn’t know that it was a sequela after the aura in
the liquor had been exhausted.

Chapter 5674 Maria suddenly took out her mobile phone at this time, And said to Charlie:
“Honey, before the sun’s light is so strong,” “Let’s take a picture with the sun and take
some selfies.” He guessed that she was wanting to take a picture of Victoria, He nodded



understandingly, then took out his mobile phone and turned on the camera function of the
front camera. After opening the camera, the two turned around tacitly, With their backs
facing the rising sun and Victoria, and took a group photo. After taking the photo, Charlie
quickly clicked on the photo to enlarge it. Thanks to the high resolution of the front
camera, Victoria’s appearance was clearly captured in the photo. Afterwards, while
adjusting his posture, Charlie took a group photo with Maria, And kept capturing photos
related to Victoria through the photos taken by the front camera. But it’s a pity that
Victoria entered the woods very quickly, And the front camera didn’t have a telephoto
function. It’s a bit of a dream to take pictures of her in this situation. So, he put his phone
in his pocket and continued to pretend to enjoy the sunrise with Maria. But from the
corner of his eye, he was still staring at Victoria carefully. After searching for a while in
the woods, Victoria chose a relatively empty place, And then took out a hammer and a
cylinder made of wooden handle from her bag. Immediately afterwards, she threw the
yellow paper on the ground, Pressed the cylinder against the yellow paper, and then hit
the head of the cylinder heavily with a hammer. In this way, circular outlines were left on
the rough yellow paper with a square space in the middle. This is the “making fire” that
ordinary people have rarely come into contact with. Although the yellow paper is rough
in workmanship, it is highly flammable. It is still the best choice for many people in rural
areas to sweep graves and pay homage to relatives. And the cylinder of the wooden
handle is the mold for this purpose. At this moment, Victoria deftly separated out a stack
of yellow paper, Spread it flat on the ground, supported it with a mold, started from the
upper left corner, And hammered the tail of the cylinder violently, leaving a circle on the
stack of yellow paper. The shape of the outer circle and the square circle in the middle.
This, in fact, represents the copper coins used in ancient China. Copper coins were the
main currency of the ancients. Therefore, the copper coins produced in this way were
burned for the dead, Which was the real paper money in the hearts of the ancients.
Burning such paper money to the deceased can ensure that he has no worries about food
and clothing on the other side. This way of burning paper money is basically hard to see
nowadays. In the current funeral industry, no one is still producing such cheap and simple
products. Even the most basic paper money is printed with the head of the Jade Emperor,
Writing Banknotes printed on the face of the bank. But for Victoria, she still has the habit
of using yellow paper to burn money to pay homage to the souls of the dead, So this time
she came to southern Yunnan, she specially brought yellow paper and the mold that has
been used for hundreds of years. At this time, she had completely ignored the young
people she met just now. From her point of view, those people were not in the same world
as her, So she didn’t need to pay attention to them, let alone care about them. The mental
journey was almost exactly the same as Maria’s prediction, Maria bet right! So, after she



concentrated on putting all the yellow paper on dense copper coins, She got up to pick up
a convenient branch, and then, she used that branch to clear a flat area on the ground.
Then, she took out the lighter, ignited one of the yellow papers, And then threw the
ignited yellow paper back to the center of the flat ground, And then began to fill it with
paper one by one. Looking at the burning flames and the ashes rolled up by the heat
wave, Victoria’s eyes were filled with tears, and she whispered in a voice that only she
could hear: “Warren, I am here to see you…”

Chapter 5675 Victoria hadn’t come to pay respects at Warren’s tomb for many years.
Although she hasn’t come back for hundreds of years, She can still tell where the tomb is.
Even though the tombstone had been destroyed by herself, And even those graves had
disappeared with the passage of time, She was still able to find the location. Although she
knew that Warren’s body was not buried here, Victoria still regarded this place as the
closest place to her senior. Her mood at the moment was filled with sadness, remorse, and
even a bit of resentment. When she had mixed feelings, the past events of that year
rushed to her heart like a tide. At the beginning, she attacked Warren impulsively because
of love and hatred, And Warren disappeared from her eyes in an instant. She expected
that he must be sent to Maria by the ring given by her master, So she hurried out of the
mountain to the southern Yunnan to find them. However, the road from 100 Mountains to
southern Yunnan was dangerous and far away, And Victoria was one of the most
important criminals wanted by the Qing government. By the time she tried her best to get
to southern Yunnan, Maria had disappeared, and Warren had already been buried. It was
only then that Victoria knew that her senior, Whose cultivation was higher than her own,
was actually stabbed to death by her own sword. In fact, she didn’t really want to kill
Warren at first. All she wanted was to snatch away the Everlasting Green Pill and the ring
that Master had left for Warren. Moreover, in her opinion, with Warren’s strength, Even if
he was stabbed in the heart with her sword, he would never die because of it. After all,
Warren also mastered spiritual energy. Although Warren’s cultivation base was not high
at that time, And his spiritual energy was not pure and abundant, he could use spiritual
energy to temporarily stabilize the injury, And then slowly use spiritual energy to heal the
wound Recovery, Within a month or two, he would definitely be able to recover as
before. When she arrived in southern Yunnan and made many inquiries and found out
that Warren had been buried, She couldn’t believe it was true anyway. However, after
insinuation from many people, She finally confirmed that Warren was indeed dead, And
it was his daughter who organized the funeral for him. At that moment, Victoria regretted
it too much. But no matter how regretful she was, she couldn’t bring the dead back to life,



So she turned regret into anger, feeling that Warren would rather die than accept her
sincerity for a woman who had been dead for many years. Later, she brutally destroyed
the tombstones of Warren and Maria’s mother, And she never came here again after that.
She never came, not because she had let go of Warren in her heart. On the contrary, after
more than three hundred years, She still couldn’t forget that handsome and imposing
man. At this time, Victoria, who was kneeling in front of Warren’s tomb, whispered
emotionally: “Warren, I still clearly remember the first time I saw you;” “At that time,
you were thirteen or fourteen years old,” “And I was only twelve or thirteen years old,
but I fell in love with you at first sight;” “From that day on, I had been looking forward to
your coming home to see my elder brother,” “So that I could see you, outside the door of
brother’s room,” “I eavesdropped on your chatting about important matters…” “I heard
that you wanted to abandon literature and join the military.” “Looking forward to being
able to fight side by side with brother. “At that time, I even felt that I should always be by
your side in this life;” “Wherever you wanted to go, I wanted to go with you;”

Chapter 5676 Victoria continued her monologue: “Whatever you wanted to do, I would
accompany to do that;” “So, even if I took up the sword and went with the Qing army to
fight in front battle, I had nothing to say;” “From the day when you and elder brother
established the Warriors Den,” “I was the third member of it;” “At that time, you and
elder brother strongly opposed my participation,” “But I shaved my head, I wanted to
fight side by side with the two of you no matter what you say:” “At the time I said it was
for the righteousness of the nation,” “But in fact, I was just a girl, so I didn’t want to care
about the country and the nation’s righteousness.” “I didn’t care whether this country
belongs to Han people or Manchu people,” “And I didn’t care whether the emperor’s
surname was Zhu or Aixinjueluo.” “I just wanted to follow you, be with my beloved
man.” “If my beloved man said that this country should belong to the Han people and that
the emperor should be surnamed Zhu,” “Then I would take up swords with you and fight
the Qing army to the end;” “If my beloved man said, no matter what Who owns the
palace,” “He just wanted to disarm and return to the fields, and live a stable life,” “Then I
would immediately put aside the sword and spend life in the field, and would never
change my loyalty;” Victoria burst into tears at this point. She burned the last piece of
yellow paper, choked up, and said: “Warren, I thought that my love for you would surely
impress you in time,” “But it was only at the last moment that I realized that you, you had
always been there.” “But in the end, you never loved me even the slightest bit…” “I had
been by your side since the year of the golden hairpin,” “Until you were 40 years old,
twenty-eight years spent in countless fights and battles,” “And a narrow escape. During



this period, countless good boys confide their hearts to me,” “But I had never looked at
any of them even once!” “But your rejection broke me. I feel resentful in my heart…” At
this time, she was sobbing, unable to utter a word. Charlie didn’t dare to use his spiritual
energy, He could only see Victoria’s hazy back shaking, As if crying, but he couldn’t
confirm it. Although Maria at the side couldn’t see Victoria’s back clearly, She could see
the mottled flames in the forest, And her expression and mood were extremely
complicated for a while. Originally, Maria thought that Victoria came here to vent her
anger on her father. But she never expected that Victoria would bring yellow paper and
wine to pay respects to her father’s tomb. At this time, Victoria wiped away her tears,
opened the jar of old wine, Poured the wine on the burnt yellow paper, and said in a low
voice: “Warren, in the past three hundred years, I have witnessed the rapid development
of this world.” “The more it develops like this, the more I don’t want to die;” “But if I
can’t find the Evergreen pill or the method to refine it,” “Then I will only have a hundred
years left to live!” “Your only daughter, Maria, has been avoiding me for more than three
hundred years.” “In fact, I have no ill intentions towards her.” “As long as she is willing
to give the ring to me,” “I will naturally won’t embarrass her, but if she continues to
hide,” “Then my patience will gradually run out, and at that time,” “If I do something that
displeases you, please don’t be offended.” After finishing speaking, Victoria paused
slightly, and said again: “By the way, I plan to go to the Hundred Mountains next time to
see if I can find the secret treasure left by Master back then.” “If I can find it, I can forget
about your daughter,” “But if I can’t find it, then I’m afraid I can only find a solution for
Maria…” Afterward, Victoria poured all the wine on the ground, And said in a low voice:
“Warren, I am leaving,” “And after I acquire what I want, I will definitely come to pay
respects to you again!” After pouring out all the wine in the wine jar, She stood up slowly
and walked out of the woods. She didn’t look at those noisy young people sighing
towards the sun anymore, And walked down the mountain without looking back. She
never dreamed that Maria, whom she had been looking for more than three hundred
years, was now among those noisy young people…

Chapter 5677 After Victoria, who didn’t notice anything unusual, left, Charlie and Maria
finally breathed a sigh of relief. Everyone who stayed up all night was already tired, and
everyone was so sleepy that they couldn’t keep their eyes open. Several people rushed
back to the tent to rest one after another, And Ruslen couldn’t stand it any longer and said
to Charlie and Maria: “It’s been a long time since I stayed up all night,” “And my body
really can’t take it. You two must be tired too,” “Why don’t you go back first? Rest in the
tent to catch up on sleep,” “We will set off to Erdaogou fifteen kilometers away in the



afternoon, do you want to come with us?” Charlie shook his head: “We will not go, and
plan to drive around again.” Bellina Curiously asked: “Where are you two going?”
Charlie said casually: “We plan to go to Lijiang to chill and stay for a few days.” In fact,
the next stop planned by Charlie and Maria is southwest of southern Yunnan Bian Bian,
The reason why Charlie said it was Li Jiang was mainly to avoid risks. Ruslen nodded
and said with a smile: “We have been to Lijiang,” “It’s very good, you can go and have
fun for a few days.” After talking, Ruslen thought of something and quickly asked:
“Could it be that you two are going to leave now?” Charlie said: “That’s right, we should
go now.” “This…” Ruslen hurriedly said: “You haven’t slept all night,” “And it’s not safe
to drive. You should rest first and recharge your batteries before leaving. It will not be too
late.” “No.” Charlie said with a smile: “The upcoming schedule is relatively tight,” “So I
won’t rest here, and it won’t be too late to take a good rest when we arrive in Lijiang,”
“After all, it’s not too far away.” Ruslen nodded and said: “That’s right, it’s just over an
hour’s drive. After arriving, after getting a room in a hotel, you can have a good rest.”
Seeing that Charlie and Maria really wanted to leave, Bellina couldn’t help feeling a little
regretful she Said: “I thought I could spend a few more days with you,” “But I didn’t
expect you to leave so soon.” “I don’t know if there will be a chance to see you again in
the future.” For Bellina, she doesn’t know when her life will come to an end in the future,
But she knows that this day will not be too long. Therefore, facing this kind of new friend
who can be chatted with, She is still a little bit reluctant. She feels that life is short, and
she is afraid that this parting will be forever. Ruslen knew what she was thinking, so he
gently held her waist, And comforted her with a smile: “Stop thinking about it, God will
take care of us.” Maria looked sideways at Charlie, she pursed her lips slightly, just
looking at Charlie who didn’t speak. Although Maria didn’t speak, Charlie also knew
what she meant when she looked at him. Seeing that other people did not go back to the
tent to rest, Charlie said, “Old Hu, why don’t you and Bellina send us off?” Ruslen was
slightly taken aback, and then readily agreed, saying: “Okay, we two will be sending you
off.” As he said, Ruslen asked again: “By the way, do you need me to pack the tent for
you?” “No.” Charlie waved his hand: “We won’t take the tent with us, leave it for those
who need it. “ Maria hesitated for a moment, and summoned up the courage to ask
Charlie: “Honey, can I bring the tent? I’m afraid it will be useful in the future.” Charlie
heard her say this, and said straightforwardly: “Okay, I’ll take the tent. Come on.” Ruslen
also hurriedly said: “I’ll help you.” The two packed the tent together, and Ruslen couldn’t
help teasing Charlie: “This tent was set up for nothing yesterday, and you didn’t use it to
sleep for a while.” “Yes.” Charlie smiled and said: “I didn’t expect everyone to have such
a good time and didn’t sleep all night.” Ruslen helped Charlie pick up the floor mat and
sleeping bag, and said, “I’ll help you with these.”



Chapter 5678 Then the group of four walked towards the direction of the mountain
together. Walking down the Mountain, there was no one else on the short mountain road
except four people, So Charlie said to Ruslen and Bellina: “By the way, Old Hu, Bellina,”
“Yesterday you were talking about JX Pharmaceutical.” “Because the matter is more
sensitive, I couldn’t talk about it in front of everyone.” Ruslen asked curiously: “What’s
so mysterious?” Charlie explained: “I have something to do with the JX Pharmaceutical
you mentioned.” “I am very familiar with the person in charge,” “If you want to get the
opportunity to experiment with the JX Pill, I can push it for you.” Ruslen and Bellina
were both extremely surprised and Ruslen blurted out: “Linye, are you kidding me?” “Do
you really know the person in charge of JX Pharmaceutical?!” Charlie said seriously:
“How could I joke with you about life-threatening matters.” Ruslen quickly asked: “You
know, which business is it? The person in charge?” Charlie said: “I know the person in
charge of the entire JX Pharmaceutical, Liang Weo,” “And he is also fully responsible for
the clinical trials of JX recovery Pills.” “Based on my friendship with him, I will give
him a mention. It shouldn’t be a problem to fight for two places.” The two looked
incredible. Hearing Liang Wei’s name, they are naturally feeling like thunder. No one
knows who the real boss of JX Pharmaceutical is, But almost everyone who knows JX
Pharmaceutical has heard of Liang’s name. Everyone knows that Liang is the CEO of JX
Pharmaceutical, And he decides all the big and small matters of JX Pharmaceutical, And
he personally checks the test quota of the cancer pill this time. It is said that this person is
selfless and upright. Many people knelt and begged him for a quota with a huge amount
of cash, but he was still unmoved, And could still follow the fair algorithm that Charlie
told him to advance through the points system review work. For ordinary people who
want to see him, it is even more impossible for them. Liang currently does not go out to
meet anyone except dealers and suppliers. Most people just want to see him, and there is
no chance at all, let alone ask him for help. Therefore, Ruslen couldn’t believe that
Charlie had a personal relationship with Liang. He couldn’t hide his excitement and
asked subconsciously: “Linye… are you kidding me? Do you really know Mr. Wei?”
“Yes.” Charlie nodded and said, “You two are in a special situation.” “Am I going to joke
with you about such an important matter?” Ruslen quickly waved his hand and said, “No,
I didn’t mean that,” “I am just a little too shocked…” Charlie smiled and said, “It’s okay
to be shocked, don’t worry.” “It’s fine to delay the serious business. If you believe me,”
“I suggest you use your mobile phone to check the air ticket from Dali to Aurous Hill
now.” “After you arrive in Aurous Hill, you will go to the gate of JX Pharmaceutical
Factory immediately.” “You can write down my phone number, call me when you arrive,”



“And I will arrange the rest, you don’t have to worry.” Ruslen and Bellina glanced at
each other, and everyone could see the disbelief in each other’s eyes. But Ruslen still
decided to believe in Charlie, so he blurted out: “Okay! Let’s look at the air ticket now!
Linye!” “No matter whether this matter is successful or not,” “We thank you from the
bottom of our hearts!” Charlie smiled slightly and said: “You don’t need to be so polite.”
“It’s not too late to thank me when you really get the quota.” He said again: “Okay, you
don’t have to send us off anymore.” “We should leave now. If you need to say goodbye to
everyone, you can go again.” “Go back, and pack up your things by the way.” Ruslen
nodded heavily, and said, “Let’s go back and say goodbye to everyone.” Charlie warned:
“Don’t tell them what you are going to do,” “After all, this is also a back door entry.
Don’t make it public.” “Okay!” Ruslen said without hesitation: “Don’t worry, we won’t
tell anyone!” Charlie thought of something and said with a smile: “By the way, after you
arrive in Aurous Hill,” “If you can find James Smith, let him bring his son with you to JX
Pharmaceutical,” “And Liang will make arrangements for him too!”

Chapter 5679 Charlie didn’t have any sympathy for James. In this world, there are so
many parents of children with cancer, And James is just one of thousands of people,
nothing special about him. And most importantly, he originally had a chance to save his
son’s life, But his ignorance and arrogance made him give up this chance by himself. In
this case, he no longer deserves anyone’s sympathy. Charlie never thought about giving
him a chance again. However, what surprised him was that according to what Ruslen
said, After James met him last time and told him that he had to pay first if he wanted
what he wanted, He actually resigned from his post and job as the person in charge of the
FDA. He sold his family property and took his child to Aurous Hill to do charity.
Although Charlie is very clear that the reason why he did this is most likely to win a
chance for his son, But what Charlie admires is that he really worked hard to do it after
all. In this case, he represented Aurous Hill to give him a little return as a reciprocity.
And even more coincidentally, Ruslen, who met by chance at the mountain, actually
knew James. Must say that there is still some chance in this. Because of this, Charlie
made a temporary decision to give Ruslen and Bellina a chance to survive, And at the
same time to give James’s cancer-stricken son a chance. This also confirms a truth from
the side, that is, actions are more important than anything else. If James did not make
such a move after being rejected by Charlie, Then his son would not be able to get the
survival pill until his death. But fortunately, he really took action. This is the main reason
why Charlie wanted to save his son. Ruslen didn’t expect that Charlie would be willing to



use favors to help him just after hearing himself tell the story of James, So he couldn’t
help asking excitedly: “Linye, can you really help Smith’s son fight for him?” A quota?”
Charlie smiled lightly, and said: “After you arrive in Aurous Hill,” “Just ask him to take
his son to JX Pharmaceutical, and I will naturally arrange the rest.” Ruslen gratefully
said: “Thank you, Linye! Really very sincere Thank you!” Charlie patted him on the
shoulder and said: “You guys go back and say goodbye to the others, so hurry up. We will
leave first.” Ruslen nodded, and wanted to say something, But Charlie had already turned
around and left side by side with Maria. Watching the two disappear from sight, Bellina
still said in disbelief: “Ruslen, do you think what Linye said is credible?” Ruslen said
seriously: “I don’t know if it’s believable,” “But I, I can Indirectly verify whether he is
credible from other aspects.” Bellina asked suspiciously: “How can you indirectly
verify?” Ruslen looked at her and asked, “Do you think Linye is a bad person?” Bellina
thought for a moment, then shook her head and said: “I don’t think he should be a bad
person, and…” “I don’t think he should be a rich second generation who can only spend
money.” “I always feel that this person is a bit deep,” “And I don’t know if it is my
illusion.” Ruslen smiled slightly and said: “I don’t dare to say whether he is deep or not,”
“But I think he is not a bad person.” Then, Ruslen said again: “The indirect verification I
said is to first feel that Linye is not a person.” “If he gives us the impression that he is a
bad person,” “Then we should not believe anything he says;” “But since we all think that
he is not a bad person, then we have to consider a common sense issue,” “If a person is
not a bad person, then will he make fun of other people’s life and death issues?”

Chapter 5680 After that, Ruslen asked himself and answered: “I think this question
should be negative.” “A good person does not dare to say how great and brilliant he is,”
“But he will never take other people’s jokes about life and death.” “So, based on this, I
think that if Linye is not fully sure, he will definitely not say such a thing.” After hearing
what he said, Bellina couldn’t help being enlightened and murmured: “You are right!
After you say that, I don’t think Linye would joke with us.” After finishing speaking, she
couldn’t help but feel excited, she said, “Then…then do we really have a chance to get
the clinical trial opportunity of JX Pharmaceutical?!” “If that’s the case, wouldn’t we be
able to survive?” Ruslen nodded solemnly and said: “I think we have a great chance this
time!” After speaking, Ruslen took out his mobile phone to search for the ticket
information, and blurted out: “There is a flight from Dali to Aurous Hill at two o’clock in
the afternoon.” “I will book the ticket now. Let’s hurry up and go back and say hello to
everyone, and then go to the airport!” After Charlie and Maria went down the mountain,
they came to Shuanglang to pick up the car, set off from Shuanglang, and drove to Poole.



Poole is the final resting place of Maria’s parents, And it is also the first stop on Maria’s
escape route. One of the purposes of Charlie’s accompaniment to South Yunnan this time
is to accompany her to revisit the old place, So this time, not only will he accompany
Maria to Poole. He has to go to Banna again from Poole to find the Tianchi in Maria’s
painting. As for Victoria’s whereabouts, Charlie no longer cares about it. Because he
knows very well that since Victoria has appeared in Guibei Mountain, It means that she
has completely integrated into the world this time. Since she has completely integrated
into the world, she will definitely be recorded by various surveillance systems. Victoria
will inevitably be monitored and photographed. With Ethan’s help in calling out the
surveillance video, He will be able to restore the general movement of Victoria in the
country. Therefore, Charlie felt that he didn’t need to pay attention to Victoria’s situation
now. With Victoria’s strength, it would only be self-defeating if he approached rashly. It’s
better to let her go where she wants to go first, He will just follow the vines and sort out
her route. As long as he can finally find out where she entered the Hundred Mountains,
The location of Meng Changsheng’s retreat can basically be accurate to within a radius of
a hundred miles, or even smaller. When the two were driving to Poole, Ruslen and
Bellina took the afternoon flight to Aurous Hill. The last time they came to Aurous Hill,
although they didn’t come together, they both had the same expectation. However, both
of them failed the clinical trial screening of JX Pharmaceutical, And when they left
Aurous Hill, they were both extremely disappointed. And they didn’t expect that they
would return to Aurous Hill again before they died. Along the way, neither of them
expressed any views on whether the trip could be fulfilled. When the plane landed safely
at Aurous Hill Airport, Ruslen called James immediately. Because both of them are from
the United States, One is a cancer patient and the other has a family member as a cancer
patient, So he had exchanged phone numbers with Smith, On the one hand out of
appreciation and respect for James, on the other hand, because in order to stay in contact
as both were foreigners here. At this time, the plane was still taxiing, and Ruslen had
already called James’s mobile phone number in China. The phone was connected, and
James Smith on the other end of the phone asked curiously: “Ruslen, what do you want
from me?” Ruslen hurriedly asked: “Mr. Smith, what are you doing now?” James said: “I
am helping the homeless at Aurous Hill Old Church,” “What is going on? Do you have
something to do with you?” Ruslen said quickly: “Mr. Smith, please deal with the matter
at hand quickly.” “Take Jimmy to wait for me at the gate of JX Pharmaceutical,” “And
Bellina and I will come directly from the airport, and we will meet there!”


